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PLACE: MEETING SPACE

An area that supports productive outdoor work sessions in which teams discuss, present, and collaborate.

PRIMARY INSIGHT: STIMULATE INNOVATION

Stimulate intellectual curiosity, creativity, and exploration essential to innovation by providing a variety of settings that enable connection to and interaction with nature.
ELEMENTS, ATTRIBUTES, AND USER EXPERIENCE

This meeting space embraces working outdoors with an Upfit configuration that moves seamlessly through levels of openness and enclosure.

Upfit louvered roofs provide protection from wind and sun; weather management options offer control of sun and shade levels and rain protection.

Power for overhead lighting, monitors, and charging at work surface is delivered through Upfit’s posts and beams.

Chipman standing-height tables and stools in the open and under a louvered roof offer choices for sitting in the sun or shade.

Upfit glass markerboard panels can be shared among individuals and groups working in this area.

Upfit peninsula tables and Chipman stools provide access to power through post and access to glass markerboard for idea sharing.

Upfit in-line tables offer individuals a place to work and gaze at the view. Power is accessed through Upfit’s beams and posts.
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ELEMENTS, ATTRIBUTES, AND USER EXPERIENCE

H Harvest dining-height table and benches support working individuals or teams and offer a large surface for working lunches.

I GO OutdoorTables in the open area of the meeting space provide sheltered and powered work space away from the Upfit work zones and also serve as gathering spaces for socializing.

J MultiCITY path lighting defines the edges of the patio for evening activities.

K Sorella planters with grasses carry natural elements into the meeting space and soften the hardscape.

L Upfit bike rack securely stores bicycles vertically on the Upfit panel.